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Fabulous Valentine Treat Box tutorial 
 

Supplies Needed: 

8-1/2”x 11” chocolate chip and real red card stock 

Real Red and Pretty in Pink patterns DSP 

Real Red ink 

Pretty Petites (SAB) and Teeny Tiny Wishes stamp sets 

Simply Scored scoring tool 

Whisper White organza ribbon & baker’s twine 

Full heart, word window, modern label & petite curly label punches 

Big Shot, Hearts a Flutter framelits & Perfect Polka Dots folder 

Crop-a-Dile or hole punch 

4” x 6” flat cello bags 

Sticky strip, stampin’ dimensionals & Tombow multipurpose glue 

 

Step 1 

Cut a piece of Chocolate Chip card stock to 11” x 6-1/2”.  Score it on the long side at 3-1/4”, 5-

1/4”, 8-1/2” and 10-1/2”.  Rotate the card stock 90° and score on the short side at 1-1/2”.  

Create flaps by trimming on the long side up to the 1-1/2” score line as shown and remove the 

small tab on the right completely. 
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Step 2 

Cut a piece of Real Red DSP to 4-3/4” x 3”.  Adhere it with Tombow multipurpose glue to the 

panel closest to the tab as shown.  Use the Big Shot and large heart framelit to cut out a 

window in this panel (be sure to fold the flaps under so it will fit through the Big Shot). 

 

    
 

Step 3 

Assemble the box by putting sticky strip on the long tab on the short side as well as on the 2nd, 

3rd and 4th flaps along the bottom.  Be sure NOT to add it to the bottom of the first flap.  

Instead, flip the card stock over and add it to the underside of the first flap.  Without flipping 

it over, fold the left flap over to the right (covering the heart window as shown) and remove 

the red liner tape.  Fold the right flap over to meet it and press to seal.  Open up the box as 

shown in the 4th photo and have the bottom flaps facing out.  Remove the red liner and adhere 

the two sides down first, then the back flap and finally remove the red liner from the underside 

of the front flap and close. 
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Step 4 

Now that your box is assembled, pinch in the sides at the top as shown in photo 1.  Now add two 

holes in the top through all the layers using a Crop-a-Dile.  Fill a 4” x 6” flat cello bag with candy 

and fit into the box.  Feed a 16” piece of whisper white organza ribbon through the holes as 

shown with the ends coming out to the back of the box.  Criss-cross the ribbon and feed it back 

through the holes to the front of the box (the scoring tool comes in handy for this).  Tighten 

the ribbon and tie in a knot.  Trim the ends by cutting the ribbon at an angle. 

 

       
 

Step 5 

Create the tag by stamping an image from the Pretty Petites Sale-a-Bration stamp set with Real 

Red ink onto a scrap of Pretty in Pink DSP.  Cut it out using the Petite Curly Label Punch.  Cut a 

heart out of Real Red card stock using the full heart punch.  Run the heart through the Big 

Shot using the Perfect Polka Dots impressions folder to add texture.  Attach the petite curly 

label punch to the heart using a stampin’ dimensional.  Punch a hole in the heart tag using the 

Crop-a-Dile and feed the baker’s twine through it.  Attach it to the ribbon on the box. 
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Step 6 

Use Real Red ink to stamp the “happy valentine’s day” sentiment from Teeny Tiny Wishes onto a 

scrap of Pretty in Pink DSP.  Cut it out using the word window punch.  Use the modern label 

punch with a scrap of Chocolate Chip card stock.  Glue them together using Tombow 

multipurpose glue.  Attach it to the box front using two stampin’ dimensionals.  You’re done! 

 

   
 

   


